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ABSTRACT: 

Parallel Assembly Lines Balancing with multi-line workstations (PALBs) have been widely studied in recent years because PALBs can help 
improve the efficiency of a production system. However, the need of buffers has not been considered in the PALBP literature. In this study, for 
the first time in the literature, it is shown and demonstrated the need to consider the use of buffers in this type of lines when their cycle times are 
different. Moreover, the buffer sizing problem in a multi-line workstation is presented and formalized. It is shown that the sequencing and 
scheduling of the task influences the buffer size. Finally, the designed resolution method is shown: to solve a mixed-integer linear programming 
model with a commercial software, whose objective function is to minimize the size of the buffers. 

 

Keywords: Parallel assembly lines balancing, buffer sizing, task sequencing and scheduling. 

 

1.- INTRODUCTION 

Assembly lines are a flow-oriented production system where a product flows through an ordered set of workstations located along a 
conveyor belt or other similar material handling system. At each workstation, a certain number of operations (tasks) are performed 
on each unit of product within a time limit (cycle time). The decision problem of assigning tasks to an ordered set of workstations in 
such a way that one or more objectives are optimized while satisfying some specific constraints is known as the Assembly Line 
Balancing Problem (ALBP). The ALBP has been extensively studied since its introduction by [1] and currently it still a widely 
investigated problem in the literature, attracting the interest of many researchers (see [2]; [3]; [4]; [5]; [6]; [7]; [8]; [9]; [10]; [11]; [12]; 
[13]; [14]; [15]; [16]). 

An assembly line can be categorized regarding to the number of different products it processes: 1) single-model, a unique model is 
processed, therefore each workstation repeatedly performs the same set of tasks; 2) mixed-model, similar models with similar 
processes are assembled, so line setup times can be neglected; and 3) multi-model, different models are processed, so line setup 
times between different models have to be considered. Assembly line can also be categorized according to its line layout; the most 
common designs are: serial line, two-sided line and U-shaped line. 

When the demand for one or more products increases and the production system does not have enough capacity to deal whit this 
growth, it is possible to use more than one assembly line (multiple lines). Multiple lines can also be useful in the case of 
manufacturing different products; in this case a product or family product can be assigned to each line. 

If multiple lines are located in parallel, it will be known as parallel assembly lines. In this type of lines, it is possible that operators can 
cover two adjoining workstations of two adjacent lines, performing the tasks assigned to these two workstations within the cycle time 
of each line. The task assignment problem in this type of lines is known as the Parallel Assembly Lines Balancing Problem (PALBP) 
and was introduced in the literature in 2006 [17]. Subsequently, several authors (e.g., [18]; [19]; [20] [21]) presented different 
procedures to solve the problem. Moreover, authors such as [22], [23] and [24] introduced the PALBP to different line configurations 
(see [25]). 

In PALBP it is usually assumed that the assignment of products to lines is a starting point. The processing times of the tasks are 
known and deterministic. Tasks are indivisible and each task can only be assigned once and only to one workstation. The flow of 
pieces on the lines is in batches of one unit; thus, it is assumed that at each workstation there can only be one piece at each line at 
each cycle time. 
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Fig. 1 represents a PALBP system with three lines (L1, L2 and L3) and shows different parts such as regular/multi-line workstations, 
workplaces and stages. A workstation is a physical space that can cover one (regular workstation) or two (multi-line workstation) 
workplaces. A workplace is the physical zone where a set of tasks are performed. Stages are divisions used to represent the total 
length of a line. Fig. 1 shows 11 workplaces, 9 workstations (7 are regular workstations and 2 are multi-line workstations), 9 
operators and 4 stages (e.g., stage 1 covers workstations 1, 2 and 3). 

 

Fig. 1. Example of a PALBP system. 

 

The use of parallel lines provides some advantages over single lines ([25] and [26]): 1) it can reduce the number of operators and 
workstations required; 2) extensions of cycle time(s): two lines working at a higher cycle time can achieve the same productivity as a 
single line with a lower cycle time; 3) decrease failure sensitivity system: by having more than one line, in case of failure of one of 
them, the production of this one can be diverted to another line; 4) the use of the PALB system in the case of heterogeneous lines 
(different products, cycle times, etc.) can help to improve the system efficiency. 

Parallel assembly lines can work with different cycle times; in this case, it is common in the PALBP literature to use a procedure to 
reduce the problem to the case of working with a common cycle time. By using a common cycle time for the lines, these may have to 
produce in batches and thus buffers are likely to be needed at the workstations (as highlighted in Section 2). 

It should be noted that the PALBP literature does not mention the use of any buffer in the case of batch production [25]. It is usually 
assumed that a workstation does not allow more than one unit product in a workplace in the same cycle. Therefore, not considering 
the need (existence and sizing) of buffers in the balancing of parallel lines can lead to design solutions that cannot be implemented 
in the industry. 

This paper is the first to propose and formalize the use of buffers in the PALBP literature. The objective is to visualize and formalize 
the buffer sizing problem in a multi-line workstation. For this purpose, in Section 2, the buffer sizing problem in PALBP is described; 
in Section 3, the current status of the research is shown; in Section 4, a discussion of the results obtained is presented; and the 
conclusions and future research directions are presented in Section 5. 

 

2.- BUFFER SIZING PROBLEM IN A MULTI-LINE WORKSTATION 

In the PALBP literature there are studies where the lines work with different cycle times. When working with lines at different speeds, 
they must be synchronized in some way and usually the Least Common Multiple (LCM) procedure proposed by [17] is used. This 
procedure is based on reducing the problem to an equivalent one with the same cycle time for all lines. The LCM procedure consists 
of 4 steps:  

1. Find the common cycle time 𝑙𝑐𝑚. For example, let be a system of 2 parallel lines, 𝑐𝑡1 and 𝑐𝑡2 are the cycle times of lines 

L1 and L2, respectively; 𝑝ℎ𝑖  (𝑖 ∈ 𝑇ℎ;  ℎ = 1, 2) is the processing time of the task 𝑖 of the product processed at line ℎ, 

where 𝑇ℎ  is the set of tasks of product of the line ℎ; 𝑙𝑐𝑚 is the least common multiple of the cycle times 𝑐𝑡1 and 𝑐𝑡2. 
2. Obtain the production batch 𝑞ℎ = 𝑙𝑐𝑚/𝑐𝑡ℎ of each line ℎ. 

3. Use 𝑙𝑐𝑚 as the cycle time of the lines. 
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4. Standardize process times 𝑝ℎ𝑖
′ = 𝑝ℎ𝑖 · 𝑞ℎ  by using the 𝑙𝑐𝑚 as a common cycle time for the lines. The standardization of 

the process times is used to perform the balancing of the lines. Times 𝑝ℎ𝑖
′  are used for balancing the lines, although for 

sequencing the tasks in a multi-line workstation it is necessary to use the process times 𝑝ℎ𝑖 . 

After performing the LCM procedure, line balancing is performed (with any procedure for PALBP designed for lines with the same 

cycle time, see [17]; [18]; [27]) using 𝑙𝑐𝑚 and the process times 𝑝ℎ𝑖
′ . It can be observed that a batch of 𝑞ℎ units is performed in the 

line ℎ each time 𝑙𝑐𝑚 (or supercycle). 

As mentioned above, the use of buffers at multi-line workstations may be necessary when the production is in batches. To show the 
problem, a simple instance example is presented below. Fig. 2 shows the precedence diagrams of two products A and B, assigned 
to lines L1 and L2, respectively. The numbers within the nodes represent the tasks and the numbers above the nodes represent the 
process times. The cycle times of the lines are 𝑐𝑡1 = 2 and 𝑐𝑡2 = 8. The LCM procedure provides a common cycle time 𝑙𝑐𝑚 = 8 

with batches 𝑞1 = 4 and 𝑞2 = 1 and standardized process times 𝑝11
′ = 2 · 4 = 8, 𝑝12

′ = 1 · 4 = 4, 𝑝13
′ = 2 · 4 = 8, 𝑝21

′ =
8 · 1 = 8, 𝑝22

′ = 4 · 1 = 4 and 𝑝23
′ = 8 · 1 = 8. 

 

Fig. 2. Precedence diagram of a) product A, and b) product B. 

 

Fig. 3 shows a possible solution with 5 operators, 4 regular workstations and 1 multi-line workstation. 

 

 

Fig. 3. A possible solution of the example of Fig. 2. 

 

By working with a cycle time 𝑙𝑐𝑚 = 8, 4 units should be performed at line L1 each time 𝑙𝑐𝑚 (supercycle), and 1 unit at line L2. At 
regular workstations, the operator only works on 1 unit of one line ℎ each 𝑐𝑡ℎ. Thus, it is not necessary to use buffers in regular 
workstations. However, at the multi-line workstation (workstation 3) the operator must consider the cycle time of each line. Because 
working on two lines at different speeds (cycle times), the operator may have to advance (or delay) the completion of the tasks of a 
unit of one of the lines, in order to be able to perform the tasks of the unit of the other line with a higher (lower) cycle time. It is in this 
case when arises the need of using buffers at multi-line workstations and omit them can make an academic PALBP solution 
unworkable in a real industrial system. 

Then, an example shows the need of a buffer at workstation 3 (from the solution of Fig. 3). The assumptions assumed in a multi-line 
workstation are as follows: 

 The lines work with different cycle times. 

 Each cycle time 𝑐𝑡ℎ a unit of product arrives to and leaves from each workplace. 

 All tasks of a unit of line ℎ have to be performed in one cycle. 

Fig. 4 proposes how the operator split his/her working time between two lines. It can be observed: when the operator is performing 
the tasks of a unit (gray boxes) of line L1 and L2; the instants at which each task starts and ends; and when a unit has not yet been 
processed (orange boxes) or has already been processed (green boxes). Processed and unprocessed units can remain on their line 
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(L1 or L2) or in the buffer of their respective lines (Buffer L1 or Buffer L2). The units are represented by the symbol 𝑢 (or with the 

symbol 𝑢0, for those already in the buffers at the beginning of the supercycle, i.e. instant 0) accompanied by a number referring to 
the unit concerned (value between 1 and 𝑞ℎ). For example: 𝑢01 is a unit in the Buffer L1, processed (in green color) in the previous 

cycle (and available at the beginning of the supercycle); and 𝑢1 of L1 is a unit of the current supercycle, which is processed between 
instants 0 and 1 (in gray), it remains processed in L1 between instants 1 and 2 (in green), and then it remains in the Buffer L1 (in 
green) until instant 4 which it will be moved to the next workstation of L1. 

As mentioned above, at each workplace and each cycle time 𝑐𝑡ℎ, one unprocessed unit arrives and one processed unit leaves each 

line ℎ. In L1 at instants 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 (instant 0 of the next supercycle), and in L2 at instants 0 and 8. In the solution shown in Fig. 
4, the operator is working at L2 between instants 1 and 5, so the unit (𝑢2) which arrives at L1 in its second cycle (𝑐1 = 2 where 

𝑐ℎ = 1,… , 𝑞ℎ is the cycle of the line ℎ) is not processed. This verifies the need to have a buffer in L1, in this case, with one unit 

capacity (and containing the unit already processed 𝑢01 at the beginning of the supercycle; i.e. the unit 𝑢4 processed in cycle 4 of 
the previous supercycle). 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed solution for multi-line workstation 3 in the example. 

 

It should be noted that the existence and sizing of the buffers do not only depends on the set of tasks assigned to the multi-line 
workstation but also on their sequence and scheduling. Fig. 5 is an alternative solution (different sequencing and scheduling of the 

tasks), which shows the need to have a buffer of two units capacity on line L1 (with the units already processed 𝑢01 and 𝑢02 at the 

beginning of the supercycle; i.e., units 𝑢3 and 𝑢4 processed in cycle 4 of the previous supercycle). 

Buffer L1

L1

L2

Buffer L2

u4

u1 u1 u1

u1 u1 u2 u2 u2 u3

u3u01 u1 u3 u4

0                  1                   2 3                  4                   5                  6                   7                  8        

𝑐1 = 1 𝑐1 = 2 𝑐1 = 3 𝑐1 =4

𝑐2 = 1

0                  1                   2 3                  4                   5                  6                   7                  8        

 𝑢𝑝  𝑐 𝑐𝑙 
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Fig. 5. Proposed alternative solution for multi-line workstation 3 in the example. 

 

As previously introduced ([25]), although in real industrial systems the existence of buffers is not taken into account, it is essential to 
consider them so that an academic PALBP solution with different cycle times can be implemented. In this case it is necessary to 
keep in mind: 1) the size of the buffer depends on the allocation of tasks to the multi-line workstation, and the sequencing and 
scheduling of these; 2) the size of the products may impede a solution using buffers; 3) big sizes of batches 𝑞1 and 𝑞2, even with 
small products, may impose very bulky buffers that make a solution infeasible; and 4) in any case, buffers present a cost that must 
be considered in the implementation. 

 

3.- STATE OF THE RESEARCH 

In the PALBP literature with different cycle times, no work has been found that considers and resolves the use of buffers in multi-line 
workstations.  

The resolution of this problem involves: 1) the assignment of tasks to the workstations (and their definition as regular or multi-line 
workstations), and 2) their sequencing and scheduling. Ideally both subproblems should be solved simultaneously and currently 
there are only procedures for the first one. 

For the resolution of the second subproblem, which has not been addressed in the literature (given a set of tasks assigned to the two 
workplaces of a multi-line workstation, scheduling it with the objective of minimizing the size of the buffers), a Mixed-Integer Linear 
Programming (MILP) model has been designed and is presented in the Annex. 

The performance of the MILP model has been evaluated by a computational experiment with 12 instances (instances are based on 
the precedence diagram of Fig. 6, varying the number of tasks and cycle times). The model was solved using IBM ILOG CPLEX 
version 12.9.0.0 optimization software with a maximum computation time for each instance of 3600 seconds. The experiment was 
run on a personal computer equipped with an Intel Core i7-9700K CPU 3.6GHz with 32Gb RAM. 
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Fig. 6. Precedence diagram of a) product of line L1, and b) product of line L2. 

 

Table 1 shows some data and results obtained: number of tasks and cycle time (for each line); time 𝑙𝑐𝑚; batch of each line; 

workload workstation; buffer size 𝑎ℎ  for each line; and the computation time. Instances without a buffer size value 𝑎ℎ , it means no 
feasible solution has been found within the given time limit (3600 seconds). Only 7 of 12 instances have a solution (6 are optimal), 
while for the other 5 instances were not found a feasible solution within the time limit (even for instances with very few tasks: 
instance 4 with 8 tasks). 

 

Num. 
instance 

Num. Tasks Cycle Time Batch Workload 
workstation 

(%) 

Solution 

L1 L2 L1 L2 LCM L1 L2 
𝒂𝒉 

[L1, L2] 

CPU Time 
(s) 

1 2 2 6 22 66 11 3 100 [2,0] 0.683 

2 3 2 10 22 110 11 5 100 [1,0] 2.344 

3 3 3 10 28 140 14 5 100 [0,0] 4.641 

4 4 4 14 38 266 19 7 100 - 3600 

5 3 5 10 52 260 26 5 100 [11,2] 3600 

6 5 3 20 28 140 7 5 100 [0,0] 0.234 

7 5 5 20 52 260 13 5 100 [0,0] 20.5 

8 7 5 26 52 52 2 1 100 [0,0] 0.015 

9 7 7 26 72 936 36 13 100 - 3600 

10 7 9 26 86 1118 43 13 100 - 3600 

11 10 9 34 86 1462 43 17 100 - 3600 

12 10 11 34 110 1870 55 17 100 - 3600 

 

Table 1. Results obtained by the mathematical model for the data set. 

 

4.- DISCUSSION 

As introduced in Section 2, there is a real need to consider buffers in the PALBP with lines with different cycle times. The MILP 
model developed seeks to obtain a solution to the buffer sizing problem, as well as the sequencing and scheduling of tasks in a 
multi-line workstation. The results obtained (in Table 1) highlight the, in general, enormous difficulty of optimal resolution of the 
problem and thus the need to design non-exact procedures to solve industrial-size instances in an acceptable computation time. 

It should also be noted that for some of the instances to which the MILP does not find any solution within the allowed computation 
time, it may be that there is no feasible solution for the given set of tasks assigned to the multi-line workstation. This fact may affect 
not only the buffer sizing problem but also the feasibility of the line balancing previously performed. 
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5.- CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In recent years, several papers have been presented on the parallel assembly line balancing problem (PALBP). Different heuristic 
and metaheuristic procedures have been proposed considering different objective functions and real-life constraints. Part of these 
works consider the possibility of assembly lines working with different cycle times. 

This paper demonstrates that, when PALBP works with different cycle times, it is imperative to consider the possibility of need 
buffers in some workstations, since dispensing with their necessity may make a solution to the problem inapplicable. The existence 
and size of buffers depends not only on the tasks assigned to the multi-line workstation, but also on their sequencing and 
scheduling. In order to solve this problem, a mathematical model has been developed with the objective of minimizing the size of 
buffers in a multi-line workstation. The results obtained show that, even for small size instances, it is not possible to guarantee or find 
a feasible solution. This demonstrates the great difficulty to solve the problem and the need to develop, in future studies, heuristic 
and/or metaheuristic resolution procedures. 

 

ANNEX 

The following is the mixed-integer linear programming model used in this work to solve the subproblem: given a set of tasks 
assigned to the two workplaces of a multi-line workstation, to schedule them with the objective of minimizing the size of the buffers. 

 
Data 

H  Set of lines:  1,2H   

hct  Cycle time of line h ; h H  

lcm  Least common multiple of the cycle times of the lines. 

hq  Number of units to be produced of the product of line h  during time lcm : /h hq lcm ct ; h H  

hT  Set of tasks assigned to the multi-line workstation of the product of line h ; h H  

hip  Process time of task i  of the product of line h ; h H ; 
hi T  

hiIP  Set of the immediate predecessors of task i  of the product of line h  that are assigned to the multi-line workstation; 

h H ; 
hi T  

hiIS  Set of the immediate successors of task i  of the product of line h  that are assigned to the multi-line workstation; h H ; 

hi T  

hiP  Set of the total predecessors of task i  of the product of line h  that are assigned to the multi-line workstation:

hi

hi hi hj

j IP

P IP P


 
   

 

; h H ; 
hi T

 

hP  Set of the pairs of tasks of the product of the line h  that are assigned to the multi-line workstation without precedence 

relationships between them:         ,h h hj hiP i T j T i j i P j P        ; h H
 

hiS  Set of the total successors of the task i  of the product of line h  that are assigned to the multi-line workstation:

    hi h hjS j T i P   ; h H ; 
hi T  

huec  Lower bound on the first cycle at which the u -th unit of the product of line h  could be performed: h

hi

i T

hu

h

u p

ec
ct



 
 

  
 
 


; 

h H ; 1,..., hu q  

hulc  Upper bound on the first cycle at which the u -th unit of the product of line h  could be performed:

 1

1 h

h hi

i T

hu h

h

q u p

lc q
ct



   
 

    
 
 


; h H ; 1,..., hu q  
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hcU  Set of the units of the product of the line h  that could be produced in the cycle c :  1,...,hc h hu huU u q ec c lc    ; 

h H ; 1,..., hc q  

huiest  Lower bound on the first instant at which task i  of the u -th processed unit of the product of line h  could be started

 1
hi

hui h hu hj

j P

est ct ec p


     ; h H ; 1,..., hu q ; 
hi T  

huilst  Upper bound on the first instant at which the task i  of the u -th processed unit of the product of line h  could be started:

hi

hui h hu hi hj

j S

lst ct lc p p


     ; h H ; 1,..., hu q ; 
hi T  

 
Variables 

 0,1hucx   1 if the u -th unit of the product of line h  is processed in cycle c ; h H ; 1,..., hu q ; ,...,hu huc ec lc  

 0,1huijy   1 if task i  is performed before task j  on the u -th processed unit of the product of line h ; h H ; 1,..., hu q ; 

 , hi j P  

 0,1uivjw   1 if task i  of u -th processed unit of the product of line 1 is performed before task j  of the v -th processed unit of 

the product of the line 2; 
11,...,u q ; 

1i T ; 
21,...,v q ;    2 1 2 2 1 1 2ui vj j ui i vjj T est lst p lst p est       

huist ℝ+ Instant at which task i  of the u -th processed unit of the product of line h ; h H ; 1,..., hu q ; 
hi T . This 

variable can be bounded: 
hui hui huiest st lst   

hz ℤ+ Number of processed units of the product of line h  initially in the buffer; h H . This variable can be bounded: 

0 1h hz q    

h ℤ+ Number of units of the product of line h  in the buffer; h H . This variable can be bounded: 0 1h hq    

 

Objective function 

 MIN  h

h H




            (1) 

 

Subject to 

1

1
h

c

h h hu

u U

z x






 

 
    

 
   h H ; 1,..., hc q    (2) 

1

1 0
h

c

h hu

u U

z x



  

 
    

 
   h H ; 1,..., hc q    (3) 

 1
hu

hu

lc

hui h huc

c ec

st ct c x


     h H ; 1,..., hu q ; h hii T IP    (4) 

hu

hu

lc

hui hi h huc

c ec

st p ct c x


     h H ; 1,..., hu q ; h hii T IS    (5) 

hui huj hjst st p   h H ; 1,..., hu q ; 
hi T ; 

hij IP   (6) 

hui huj hj huijst st p lcm y     h H ; 1,..., hu q ;  , hi j P   (7) 

 1huj hui hi huijst st p lcm y      h H ; 1,..., hu q ;  , hi j P   (8) 

1 2 2ui vj j uivjst st p lcm w     
11,...,u q ; 

1i T ; 
21,...,v q ;  

    2 1 2 2 1 1 2ui vj j ui i vjj T est lst p lst p est        (9) 

 2 1 1 1vj ui i uivjst st p lcm w      
11,...,u q ; 

1i T ; 
21,...,v q ;  

    2 1 2 2 1 1 2ui vj j ui i vjj T est lst p lst p est        (10) 
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, 1,huj h u i hist st p   h H ; 2,..., hu q ; h hii T IS  ; h jj T IP    (11) 

 
- Equation 1: the total size of the buffers is minimized. 
- Equation 2 and 3: the number of units of each product in the buffer is set. 

- Equation 4 and 5: all tasks of a unit are performed during the same cycle time, and variables 𝑥ℎ𝑢𝑐 and  𝑡ℎ𝑢𝑖 are linked. 
- Equation 6: precedence relationships are respected. 
- Equation 7 and 8: two tasks of the same unit cannot be performed simultaneously. 
- Equation 9 and 10: two tasks of different products cannot be performed simultaneously. 
- Equation 11: a unit of a product cannot begin to be processed until the previous unit of that product has been processed. 
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